We calculate the trispectrum T ζ of the primordial curvature perturbation ζ, generated during a slow-roll inflationary epoch by considering a two-field quadratic model of inflation with canonical kinetic terms. We consider loop contributions as well as tree-level terms, and show that it is possible to attain very high, including observable, values for the level of non-gaussianity τ N L if T ζ is dominated by the one-loop contribution. Special attention is paid to the claim in JCAP 0902, 017 (2009) [arXiv:0812.0807 [astro-ph]] that, in the model studied in this paper and for the specific inflationary trajectory we choose, the quantum fluctuations of the fields overwhelm the classical evolution. We argue that such a claim actually does not apply to our model, although more research is needed in order to understand the role of quantum diffusion. We also consider the probability that an observer in an ensemble of realizations of the density field sees a non-gaussian distribution. In that respect, we show that the probability associated to the chosen inflationary trajectory is non-negligible. Finally, the levels of non-gaussianity f N L and τ N L in the bispectrum B ζ and trispectrum T ζ of ζ, respectively, are also studied for the case in which ζ is not generated during inflation. *
Introduction
The primordial curvature perturbation ζ [1, 2, 3, 4] , and its δN expansion 1 [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , was the subject of study in a previous companion paper [10] . We were interested in how well the convergence of the ζ series was understood and if the traditional arguments to cut out the ζ series at second order [9, 11] , keeping only the tree-level terms to study the statistical descriptors of ζ [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] , were reliable 2 . We argued that a previous study of the ζ series convergence, the viability of a perturbative regime, and the relative weight of the loop contributions against the tree-level terms were completely necessary and in some cases surprising. For instance, the levels of non-gaussianity f N L and τ N L in the bispectrum B ζ and trispectrum T ζ of ζ, respectively, for slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms [1, 22, 23] , are usually thought to be of order O(ǫ i , η i ) [13, 14, 15] 3 and O(r) [18, 24] 4 , respectively, where ǫ i and η i are the slow-roll parameters with ǫ i , |η i | ≪ 1 [22] , and r is the tensor to scalar ratio [23] with r < 0.22 at the 95% confidence level [27] . However, in order to reach such a conclusion, generic models were used where the loop contributions are comparatively suppressed and, therefore, the truncated δN expansion may be used. Of course exceptions may occur, and in those cases it is crucial to check up to what order the truncated δN expansion may be used, and which loop contributions are larger than the tree-level terms. In any of these cases, general models or exceptions, the question regarding the representation of ζ by the δN expansion is a matter to discuss. Refs. [12, 20] show that large, and observable, non-gaussianity in B ζ is indeed possible for certain classes of slow-roll models with canonical kinetic terms and special trajectories in field space, relying only on the tree-level terms. Ref. [26] does the same for B ζ and T ζ but this time arguing that the loop corrections are always suppressed against the tree-level terms if the quantum fluctuations of the scalar fields do not overwhelm the classical evolution. Nonetheless, although the resultant phenomenology from papers in Refs. [12, 20, 26] is very interesting, the classicality argument used in Ref. [26] is very conservatively stated leading to conclusions that are too strong, as we will argue later in this paper. More research remains to be done to understand the role of the quantum diffusion and, since this is beyond the scope of the present paper, we will leave the discussion for a future research project. We addressed the ζ series convergence and the existence of a perturbative regime in the referred companion paper [10] , showing how important the requirements to guarantee those conditions are. Moreover, we showed that for a subclass of small-field slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms, the one-loop correction to B ζ might be much larger than the tree-level terms, giving as a result large, and observable, non-gaussianity parameterised by f N L . The present paper extends the analysis presented in Ref. [10] to T ζ showing, for the first time, that large and observable non-gaussianity parameterised by τ N L is possible in slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms due to loop effects, in total contrast with the usual belief based on the results of Refs. [18, 24] . In order to properly identify the non-gaussianity levels found in Ref. [10] and in the present paper with those that are constrained by observation, we comment on the probability that an observer in an ensemble of realizations of the density field in our scenario sees a non-gaussian distribution. As we will show, such a probability is non-negligible for the concave downward potential, making indeed the observation of the non-gaussianity studied in this paper quite possible.
The layout of the paper is the following: in Section 2, we describe the slow-roll inflationary model that exhibits large levels of non-gaussianity when loop corrections are considered. In Section 3, we study the impact of the quantum fluctuations of the scalar fields on their classical evolution. As a result we argue how the loop suppression proof given in Ref. [26] does not apply to our model. Section 4 studies the probability of realizing the scenario proposed in this paper for a typical observer. Section 5 is devoted to the reduction of the available parameter window, for the most relevant case, by taking into account some restrictions of methodological and physical nature. The levels of non-gaussianity f N L in the bispectrum B ζ and τ N L in the trispectrum T ζ are calculated in Section 6 for models where ζ is, or is not, generated during inflation; a comparison with the current literature and the results found in the companion paper for f N L [10] is made. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions. The basic definitions employed in this paper and their relation with observation are reviewed in Section 2 of Ref. [10] . Complementary cases to the ones studied in Sections 5 and 6 are quickly developed in Appendix A.
A quadratic two-field slow-roll model of inflation
We will study in this paper the inflationary potential given by
where φ and σ are the inflaton fields and m P is the reduced Planck mass. By assuming that the first term in Eq. (1) dominates, η φ and η σ become the usual η slow-roll parameters associated with the fields φ and σ. We have chosen the σ = 0 trajectory, since this case is the easiest to work from the point of view of the analytical calculations and because it gives the most interesting results. In addition, such a trajectory for the potential in Eq. (1) reproduces for some number of e-folds (for η φ , η σ > 0) the hybrid inflation scenario [28] , where φ is the inflaton and σ is the waterfall field. We will analyze in Section 4 the probability for an observer to live in a region where σ = 0 for the concave downward potential. Non-gaussianity in the bispectrum B ζ of ζ for this kind of model has been studied in Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12, 20, 26, 29, 30, 31] ; in particular, Ref. [10] shows that the one-loop correction dominates over the tree-level terms if η φ , η σ < 0 and |η σ | > |η φ |, generating in this way large values for f N L even if ζ is generated during inflation. Refs. [12, 20] , in contrast, work only at tree level with the same potential as Eq. (1) but relaxing the σ = 0 condition, finding that large values for f N L are possible for a small set of initial conditions. Ref. [26] improves the analysis in Ref. [20] , this time taking into account also the trispectrum T ζ of ζ and the role of the loop corrections. According to that reference, large values for τ N L are also possible for a small set of initial conditions if the tree-level terms dominate over the loop corrections. Moreover, it is claimed that loop corrections for this model are always suppressed against the tree-level terms if the quantum fluctuations of the fields are subdominant against their classical evolution. The opposite case seems to happen for some narrow range of initial conditions including σ ⋆ = 0, which is the case studied in this paper. As we will argue in Section 3, the classicality condition in Ref. [26] is expressed in a very conservative way, leading to too strong and nongeneral conclusions. Dominance of loop corrections is then safe from the classical vs quantum condition, allowing the interesting large levels of non-gaussianity discussed in Ref. [10] and in the present paper.
Since we are considering a slow-roll regime, the evolution of the fields for the inflationary model given by the potential in Eq. (1) is
where φ ⋆ and σ ⋆ are the initial field values at the time when the relevant cosmological scales leave the horizon. Thus, in the framework of the δN formalism [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , the potential in Eq.
(1) leads to the following derivatives of N with respect to φ ⋆ and σ ⋆ (evaluated in σ ⋆ = 0):
The above derivatives are then used to calculate the leading terms to the spectrum, bispectrum, and trispectrum of the primordial curvature perturbation ζ including the tree-level and one-loop contributions:
where L is the infrared cutoff chosen so that the quantities are calculated in a minimal box [32, 33] . Except when considering low CMB multipoles, the box size should be set at L ∼ H 0 [34, 35] 5 , giving ln(kL) ∼ O(1) for relevant cosmological scales.
5 H 0 is the Hubble parameter today.
The important factor in the loop corrections is the exponential. This exponential function is directly related to the quadratic form of the potential with a leading constant term. It will give a large contribution if η φ > η σ . In Ref. [10] , we chose the concave downward potential in order to satisfy the spectral tilt constraint, which makes η φ < 0, while keeping |η σ | > |η φ |. In this paper, we will consider the same case.
Classicality
Ref. [26] argues in Appendices A and B how, by imposing the requirement that the quantum fluctuations of the fields around their background values do not overwhelm the respective classical evolutions, the loop corrections to P ζ , B ζ , and T ζ are suppressed against the tree-level terms. The proof relies on the fact that, if the classicality condition is satisfied, the second-order terms in the δN expansion [8, 9] 
are subleading against the first-order terms 6 . This in turn implies
as explicitly stated in Eqs. (A.16-A.19) of Ref. [26] . In addition, under the same assumptions, higher order corrections in the spectral functions P ζ , B ζ , and T ζ are always subleading against the one-loop corrections and, therefore, subleading against the tree-level terms. This conclusion is obtained if the δN expansion may be truncated at fourth order. However, what is the classicality condition employed in Ref. [26] ? Assuming slow-roll evolution for each field φ i , which is valid only if the quantum fluctuation δφ i is by far smaller than the classical evolution ∆φ i , the classical change in the φ i field during a Hubble time around horizon exit is
6 In the previous expression, t ⋆ denotes the time when the relevant cosmological scales exit the horizon.
where V i denotes the derivative of the potential with respect to the i-th field. Comparing the latter expression with the quantum fluctuation
and requiring that ∆φ i is much larger than δφ i , we get
For our quadratic two-field slow-roll model of inflation, where the slow-roll evolution is given by Eqs. (2)- (3), the previous expression translates into
which is the one given in Eq. (A.1) of Ref. [26] . Such a condition is equivalent to
which is the one given in Eq. (A.2) of Ref. [26] . Thus, under this condition, the trajectory σ = 0 studied in this paper and its companion [10] seems not to be well described by the slowroll approximation and, therefore, the obtained results based in the δN formalism would not be reliable. This classicality argument given in Ref. [26] is too conservatively stated. To see why it is like that, we may reason in the following way for general inflationary models: for any point along the background classical trajectory in field space it is possible to rotate the field axes so that, instantaneously, there is an inflaton (or 'adiabatic') field that points along the trajectory and some light 'entropy' fields which point in orthogonal directions [36] . The quantum fluctuations for the entropy fields are nonvanishing, but the classical evolution for each of these fields is zero. Since the condition in Eq. (18) is not formulated in any particular field parameterisation, we may argue that for any multifield inflationary model the application of this condition would lead to a background inflationary trajectory dominated by the quantum evolution. Thus, slow-roll conditions would always be impossible to apply. A more general classicality condition should still be the one in Eq. (18) but only applied to the adiabatic field and not to the entropy fields. In that respect, the σ = 0 trajectory studied in this paper and its companion [10] is safe from large quantum fluctuations, since the classicality condition in Eq. (18) applied only to the φ field is extremely well satisfied as long as P ζ ≪ 1, which is actually the case for single field slow-roll inflation [37] . Indeed, a much better way of stating the classicality condition is the following:
7 if the inflationary trajectory must be dominated by the classical motion of the fields, then the perturbation in the amount of inflation, due to the quantum fluctuations of the fields, must be negligible:
By virtue of the δN formalism, this expression is simply satisfied if the free parameters of the inflationary model under consideration are chosen so that the COBE normalisation (P 1/2 ζ ≈ 5 × 10 −5 [38] ) is satisfied, which is always the case. Nevertheless, we understand that the role of quantum diffusion is of great importance (see, for instance, Refs. [39, 40] ), and a dedicated study of this issue is left for a future research project.
Probability
The main purpose of this paper is to identify regions in the parameter space with high levels of primordial non-gaussianity. Then, we proceed to compare the obtained non-gaussianity with observation. In order to do the latter, we first need to realize what the probability is for a typical observer to live in a universe where the inflationary trajectory is the one studied in this paper: σ = 0. This is particularly relevant for the concave downward potential where the background trajectory σ = 0 is unstable.
In the context of quantum cosmology, the probability of quantum creation of a closed universe is proportional to [41, 42, 43, 44 ]
which means that the Universe can be created if V is not too much smaller than the Planck density. Thus, for our concave downward potential, having chosen the field contributions to V in Eq. (1) to be negligible is good, because it increases the probability. In addition, within a set of initial conditions for φ, the most probable initial condition for σ is σ = 0. The φ = 0 trajectory is also highly probable but, since we are assuming |η σ | > |η φ |, the σ = 0 trajectory is more probable. This of course implies that the levels of non-gaussianity obtained in this paper may be observable.
Reducing the available parameter window
The analysis of the observed spectral index and the ζ series convergence are given in Subsection 5.3 and Section 7 of Ref. [10] , respectively. Regarding the existence of a perturbative regime, we have to add to the discussion in Section 7 of Ref. [10] that, by cutting out the series in Eq. (98) of Ref. [10] at second order, just one Feynman-like diagram per spectral function of ζ is necessary to study the loop corrections to these spectral functions 8 . That is why in the companion paper [10] there was just one leading diagram for the one-loop correction to P ζ (Fig. A.2(a) of Ref. [10] ), as well as one leading diagram for the one-loop correction to B ζ (Fig. A.4(a) of Ref. [10] ). The same argument can be used to justify not to have considered the dressed vertices diagrams [21] in Ref. [10] , since these diagrams imply at least considering third-order terms in the ζ series expansion. When applied to T ζ , this analysis shows that the only diagrams to consider are the one in Fig. 1a for the tree-level terms, and the one in Fig. 1b for the loop corrections. Such diagrams lead to the expressions in Eqs. (10) and (11) . In the following, we will give the relevant information for T ζ when ζ is generated during inflation, and for both B ζ and T ζ when ζ is not generated during inflation.
Tree-level or loop dominance
The exponential factors in Eqs. (7) and (11) open up the possibility that the loop corrections dominate over P ζ and/or T ζ . There are three posibilities: 1. both T ζ and P ζ are dominated by the one-loop corrections, 2. T ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction and P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term, and 3. both T ζ and P ζ are dominated by the tree-level terms. However, we will concentrate on the most relevant case (second possibility), leaving the discussion regarding the other possibilities for Appendix A.
5.1.1 T ζ dominated by the one-loop correction and P ζ dominated by the tree-level term
Comparing Eqs. (6) with (7) and Eqs. (10) with (11), we require in this case that
Employing the definition for the tensor to scalar ratio r [23] ,
where
is the amplitude of the spectrum for primordial gravitational waves and P obs ζ is the observed primordial curvature perturbation spectrum; we may combine Eqs. (23) and (24) as
From now on, we will name the parameter window described by Eq. (26) as the intermediate φ ⋆ T -region 9 , since the latter represents a region of allowed values for φ ⋆ limited by both an upper and a lower bound.
The normalisation of the spectrum
Either ζ is or is not generated during inflation, we must satisfy the appropriate spectrum normalisation condition. Four possibilities exist: 1. ζ is generated during inflation and P ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction, 2. ζ is not generated during inflation and P ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction, 3. ζ is generated during inflation and P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term, and 4. ζ is not generated during inflation and P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term. However, it was shown in Ref. [10] that the first possibility is of no observational interest, since it is impossible to reproduce the observed spectral index and its running. Among the other three possibilities, the ones we are interested in the most are the third and fourth. We will study such possibilities right now, leaving the other one for Appendix A.
5.2.1 ζ generated during inflation (P ζ = P obs ζ ) and P ζ dominated by the tree-level term According to Eqs. (6) and (25) we have in this case
which reduces to
Notice that in such a situation, the value of the φ field when the relevant scales are exiting the horizon depends exclusively on the tensor to scalar ratio, once η φ has been fixed by the spectral tilt constraint.
5.2.2
ζ not generated during inflation (P ζ ≪ P obs ζ ) and P ζ dominated by the treelevel term
The previous subsubsection tells us that in this case the constraint to satisfy is
End of inflation
Because of the characteristics of the inflationary potential in Eq. (1), inflation is eternal in this model. However, Ref. [46] introduced the multibrid inflation idea of Refs. [47, 48] so that the potential in Eq. (1) is achieved during inflation while a third field ρ acting as a waterfall field is stabilized in ρ = 0. During inflation, ρ is heavy and it is trapped with a vacuum expectation value equal to zero, so neglecting it during inflation is a good approximation. The end of inflation comes when the effective mass of ρ becomes negative, which is possible to obtain if V 0 in the potential of Eq. (1) is replaced by
Σ has some definite value, and g 1 , g 2 , and λ are some coupling constants. The end of inflation actually happens on a hypersurface defined in general by [46, 47] 
In general the hypersurface in Eq. (31), defined by the end of inflation condition, is not a surface of uniform energy density. Because the δN formalism requires the final slice to be of uniform energy density 10 , we need to add a small correction term to the amount of expansion up to the surface where ρ is destabilised. In addition, the end of inflation is inhomogeneous, which generically leads to different predictions from those obtained during inflation for the spectral functions [49, 50, 51] . In particular, large levels of non-gaussianity may be obtained by tuning the free parameters of the model. Specifically, by making g 1 /g 2 ≪ 1, large values for f N L and τ N L are obtained due to the end of inflation mechanism rather than due to the dynamics during slow-roll inflation [46, 51, 52] .
Ref. [26] chose instead the case g 2 1 /g 2 2 = η φ /η σ such that the surface where ρ is destabilised corresponds to a surface of uniform energy density 11 . In this case, all of the spectral functions are the same as those calculated in this paper and in Refs. [10, 26] , which in turn are valid at the final hypersurface of uniform energy density during slow-roll inflation. Thus, we have a definite mechanism to end inflation which, nevertheless, leaves intact the non-gaussianity generated during inflation.
It is well known that the number of e-folds of expansion from the time the cosmological scales exit the horizon to the end of inflation is presumably around but less than 62 [1, 2, 3, 4] . The slow-roll evolution of the φ field in Eq. (2) tells us that such an amount of inflation is given by
where φ end is the value of the φ field at the end of inflation. Such a value depends noticeably on the coupling constants in Eq. (30) . We will in this paper not concentrate on the allowed parameter window for g 1 , g 2 , and λ. Instead, we will give an upper bound on φ during inflation, for the η φ < 0 case, consistent with the potential in Eq. (1) and the end of inflation mechanism described above. Keeping in mind the results of Ref. [53] which say that the ultraviolet cutoff in cosmological perturbation theory could be a few orders of magnitude bigger than m P , we will tune the coupling constants in Eq. (30) so that inflation for η φ < 0 comes to an end when |η φ |φ 2 /2m 2 P ∼ 10 −2 . This allows us to be on the safe side (avoiding large modifications to the potential coming from ultraviolet cutoff-suppressed nonrenormalisable terms, and keeping the potential dominated by the constant V 0 term). Coming back to Eq. (33), we get then
which leads to
6 f NL and τ NL
In this section, we will calculate the levels of non-gaussianity represented in the parameters f N L and τ N L defined as [54, 55] 
6.1 ζ generated during inflation (P ζ = P obs ζ )
The intermediate φ ⋆ T -region
The level of non-gaussianity τ N L according to Eqs. (6), (11) and (37), is given by where in the last line we have used the expressions in Eqs. (28) and (34) of this paper, and in Eq. (78) of Ref. [10] . Now, by implementing the spectral tilt constraint in Eq. (78) of Ref. [10] in the spectrum normalisation constraint in Eq. (28) and the amount of inflation constraint in Eq. (35), we conclude that the tensor to scalar ratio r is bounded from below r > ∼ 2.680 × 10 −4 . In the r vs |η σ | plot in figure 2 , we show lines of constant τ N L corresponding to the values τ N L = 20, 560, 2 × 10 4 . We also show the high (in white) (see Subsubsection A1.2) and intermediate (shaded) φ ⋆ T -regions in agreement with the constraint in Eq. (26): In the companion paper [10] , we studied f N L for the case when ζ is generated during inflation, B ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction, and P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term. Fig. 3 shows the results found. The WMAP [27] (and also PLANCK [58] ) observationally allowed 2σ range of values for negative f N L , −9 < f N L , is completely inside the intermediate φ ⋆ region 12 . More negative values for f N L , up to f N L = −20.647, are consistent within our framework for the intermediate φ ⋆ region, but they are ruled out from observation. Fig. 4 shows both Figs. 2 and 3 in the same plot. Incidentally, for the available parameter window, lines for constant τ N L almost exactly match lines for constant f N L . Thus, it is possible to see that, according the observational status presented in Subsection 2.2 of Ref. [10] , non-gaussianity is more likely to be detected through the trispectrum than through the bispectrum, for the inflationary model studied in this paper with concave downward potential, and from the WMAP, PLANCK, and even the 21 cm background anisotropies observations. Fig. 4 figure, and to the present observational status, nongaussianity is more likely to be detected through the trispectrum than through the bispectrum, for the inflationary model studied in this paper with concave downward potential, and from the WMAP, PLANCK, and even the 21 cm background anisotropies observations. These lines also show some consistency relations between the values of f N L and τ N L that will be useful at testing the inflationary model considered with concave downward potential against observations.
between the values of f N L and τ N L that will be useful at testing the inflationary model considered with concave downward potential against observations. For instance, if WMAP detected nongaussianity through the trispectrum with τ N L ≥ 8 ×10 4 at the 2σ level, the slow-roll inflationary model with concave downward potential considered in this paper would be ruled out since the predicted f N L would be outside the current observational interval.
Similar to the f N L case studied in the companion paper [10] , it is interesting to see a slow-roll inflationary model with canonical kinetic terms where large, and observable, values for τ N L may be obtained (in contrast to the expected τ N L ∼ O(r) from the tree-level calculation [18, 24] ). So we conclude that if T ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction but P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term, sizeable non-gaussianity is generated even if ζ is generated during inflation. We also conclude, from looking at the small values that the tensor to scalar ratio r takes in figure  4 compared with the present technological bound r > ∼ 10 −3 [59] , that for non-gaussianity to be observable in this model, primordial gravitational waves must be undetectable.
6.2 ζ not generated during inflation (P ζ ≪ P obs ζ )
We will assume in this subsection that the fields driving inflation have nothing to do with the generation of ζ, i.e. P ζ ≪ P obs ζ ; nevertheless, they will generate the primordial non-gaussianity (see, for instance, Refs. [55, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66] ). To this end, the post-inflationary evolution, particularly the generation of ζ, will be assumed not to generate significant levels of non-gaussianity in comparison with those generated during inflation.
The level of non-gaussianity τ N L in this case is given by
where in the last line we have defined the parameter n as the ratio between the two η parameters: n = η σ /η φ . In the last line, we have chosen for simplicity |η σ | = 0.1 and N = 62 so that the non-gaussianity is maximized. The ζ series convergence constraints in Eqs. (99) and (100) of Ref. [10] , and those in Eqs. (26), (29) , and (34) of this paper, with |η σ | = 0.1 and N = 62, lead to the following conditions that reduce the available parameter space:
• The perturbative regime constraint |x| ≪ 1:
• The perturbative regime constraint |y| ≪ 1:
• The P ζ dominated by the tree-level term constraint:
• The T ζ dominated by the one-loop correction constraint:
• The spectrum normalisation constraint:
Analysing these expressions, we conclude that the constraint in the first item is automatically satisfied once the constraint in the fifth item is satisfied. Moreover, from the constraint in the fifth item, we see that the highest possible value r may take is 4.75 × 10 −6 . And finally, to make the constraint in the fourth item consistent with the constraints in the second, third, and fifth items, the lower bound n > ∼ 2.58 is required. The resulting available parameter window, together with the lines for constant values of τ N L , τ N L = 1, 5, 10, 15, is presented in Fig. 5 for 2.58 ≤ n ≤ 200. Fig. 6 shows the range 200 ≤ n ≤ 2000 with the lines τ N L = 1, 5, while Fig. 7 shows the range 2000 ≤ n ≤ 3000 also with the lines τ N L = 1, 5. As the figures reveal, when T ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction and P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term, large values for τ N L are obtained although not so large as in the case where ζ is generated during inflation. Indeed, an upper bound on τ N L , according to Eqs. (40) and (45), is 34.078 when n → ∞.
We conclude that, even if ζ is not generated during inflation, we may find observable values for τ N L . However, such observable values could only be observed by the 21 cm background anisotropies at the 1σ level according to the observational status presented in Subsection 2.2 of Ref. [10] . We also conclude that, for non-gaussianity to be observable, primordial gravitational waves must be undetectable.
f N L : the intermediate φ ⋆ region
In the companion paper [10] we only studied the non-gaussianity imprinted in the parameter f N L when ζ is generated during inflation. To that end, we found in Ref. [10] that the regions of allowed values for φ ⋆ also depend on the tree-level or one-loop dominance in P ζ and/or B ζ . We found three different possibilities:
• The low φ ⋆ region, given when both B ζ and P ζ are dominated by the one-loop corrections, is characterized by (see Eq. (60) of Ref. [10] )
• The intermediate φ ⋆ region, given when B ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction while P ζ is dominated by the tree-level term, is characterized by (see Eq. (63) of Ref. [10] ) • The high φ ⋆ region, given when both B ζ and P ζ are dominated by the tree-level terms, is characterized by (see Eq. (66) of Ref. [10] )
The low and high φ ⋆ regions will be studied in Appendix A. Regarding the intermediate φ ⋆ region, the level of non-gaussianity is in this case given by Eq. 70
Eq. 73
Eq. 72
Eq. 71 where in the last line we have chosen again for simplicity |η σ | = 0.1 and N = 62 so that the non-gaussianity is maximized. Since the spectrum normalisation constraint in Eq. (45) equally applies to this case, we conclude from it and from Eq. (49) that an upper bound on |f N L | is 2.93 × 10 −2 when n → ∞. f N L is, of course, unobservable. We conclude that when ζ is not generated during inflation, but the primordial non-gaussianity is, it is impossible to detect non-gaussianity through the bispectrum. However, in view of Subsubsection 6.2.1, it is possible to detect it through the trispectrum.
Conclusions
Is it reasonable to study the primordial curvature perturbation ζ by identifying it with a truncated δN series expansion? Is it actually possible to cut out with confidence such a series at some specific order? Is it true that all of the slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms produce primordial non-gaussianity supressed by the slow-roll parameters? Are the loop corrections in cosmological perturbation theory always smaller than the tree-level terms? We have addressed these questions in this paper and its companion [10] , answering all of them by Eq. 70
Eq. 71
Contours of τ N L in the r vs n plot, for 2000 ≤ n ≤ 3000, when ζ is not generated during inflation. The allowed parameter space corresponds to the white region. The constraint in Eq. (44) matches (visually) the horizontal axis. The largest possible value τ N L may take in this range is a bit higher than 5.
paying particular attention to a special slow-roll inflationary model. The ζ series expansion is indeed a powerful tool to study the statistical descriptors of ζ; nevertheless, we should seek the convergence radius in order not to obtain results that actually have nothing to do with ζ. We may cut out the series but, to be completely sure about the precision of our approximations, we have to study the conditions for the existence of a perturbative regime. Non-gaussianity in slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms is not always suppressed by the slow-roll parameters; we have seen this at tree level for f N L in Refs. [12, 20] , and considering loop corrections for f N L in Refs. [10, 26] and for τ N L in Ref. [26] and the present paper. The statement presented in Ref. [26] about the suppression of the loop corrections against the tree-level terms when considering classicality was analyzed in this paper and argued to be too strongly stated leading to nongeneral conclusions. The probability that a typical observer sees a non-gaussian distribution in the model considered in this paper and its companion [10] was investigated and found to be non-negligible. Finally, as far as we have investigated, the loop corrections in cosmological perturbation theory are not always smaller than the tree-level terms; in fact, when they become the leading contributions, a surprising phenomenology appears in front of our eyes.
A1.2 Both T ζ and P ζ are dominated by the tree-level terms
Comparing Eqs. (6) with (7) and Eqs. (10) with (11) we require in this case that
in which case only the second inequality is required. Employing the definition for the tensor to scalar ratio r introduced in Eq. (25), we can write such an inequality as
From now on, we will name the parameter window described by Eq. (A6) as the high φ ⋆ T -region, since the latter represents a region of allowed values for φ ⋆ limited by a lower bound.
A2
The normalisation of the spectrum A2.1 ζ not generated during inflation (P ζ ≪ P obs ζ ) and P ζ dominated by the oneloop correction According to Eqs. (7) and (25) we have in this case 
where P obs ζ must be replaced by the observed value (P obs ζ ) 1/2 = (4.957 ± 0.094) × 10 −5 [38] .
A3 ζ generated during inflation (P ζ = P obs ζ )
A3.1 The high φ ⋆ T -region
According to the expressions in Eqs. (6) and (10) of this paper, and Eqs. (18), (20) , and (78) of Ref. [10] , the value of τ N L is in this case 
in agreement with the general expectations of Ref. [19] for slow-roll inflationary models with canonical kinetic terms where only the tree-level contributions are considered and the field perturbations are assumed to be gaussian. This result is of no observational interest because the generated non-gaussianity is too small to be observable.
A4 ζ not generated during inflation (P ζ ≪ P obs ζ )
A4.1 τ N L : The low φ ⋆ T -region
It is possible, in principle, that P ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction as long as ζ is not generated during inflation. Thus, the observed spectral index constraint is no longer required and, therefore, the low φ ⋆ T -region is in principle viable. Combining the conditions in Eqs. (A3) and (A8) with the expression for the number of e-folds in Eq. (34), we get 
where we have defined the parameter n as in Subsubsection 6.2.1. These two expressions lead to rn < ∼ 1.6 × 10 −5 |η σ | exp(−2N|η σ |/n) ,
as a necessary but not sufficient condition to satisfy both Eqs. (A10) and (A11). However, by introducing such a condition in Eq. (A10), we see that the latter translate into the following constraint:
The previous expression is impossible to satisfy because the highest value the right hand side may take is for n → ∞ and, of course, η σ = 0.1 and N = 62. Such a value, 1.45 × 10 −6 , is much less than one. We conclude that this case is of no interest, because it is impossible to satisfy the normalisation spectrum condition in Eq. (A8). (46) we see that the low φ ⋆ region and the low φ ⋆ T -region are exactly the same, being only constrained by the fact that P ζ is dominated by the one-loop correction. Thus, the obtained conclusions in Subsubsection A4.1 equally apply. Therefore, this case is of no interest, because it is impossible to satisfy the normalisation spectrum condition in Eq. (A8) for the low φ ⋆ region.
A4.3 τ N L : The high φ ⋆ T -region
This case is of no interest because the generated non-gaussianity is too small to be observable: 
according to the expressions in Eqs. (6) and (10).
A4.4 f N L : The high φ ⋆ region
according to the expressions in Eqs. (6) and (8) .
